INTRODUCTION
Nanogranular films composed of magnetic metal particles embedded in an oxide, nitride, or fluoride matrix attract a lot of attention in the field of magnetic materials [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . These advanced soft magnetic materials are potential for the high frequency applications [4] [5] [6] .
Cobalt oxide nanogranular films, such as Co-Al-O or Co-Zr-O, are suitable candidates at the GHz range, because they simultaneously have a high magnetic anisotropy, high electrical resistivity, and high saturation magnetic flux density. Ohnuma et. al. reported that the soft magnetic property, especially magnetic anisotropy, enhanced with an addition of Pd to the Co-Si-O nanogranular films [6] . However, the origins of the enhanced magnetic anisotropy and the effect of the Pd are still controversial due to a lack of morphological information a) Electronic mail: oba@rri.kyoto-u.ac.jp b) Present address: Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University, Kumatori-cho, Osaka 590-0494, Japan 2 about the magnetic particles. In order to resolve those issues and obtain optimal soft magnetic properties, knowledge of the nanostructure of the film is required. In previous studies of nanogranular films, a possible intermixing of magnetic elements into the amorphous matrix was often noted [7] [8] [9] [10] . A magnetic element dispersed in the matrix can influence the magnetic properties via a reduction of magnetization, a modulation of magnetic coupling, and/or a change in transport properties [11] . However, it is difficult to evaluate the partition between the particles and the matrix using traditional experimental methods such as an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy using transmission electron microscope (TEM-EDX) or three dimensional atom probe field ion microscopy (3D-APFIM). Although such methods are powerful tools for the direct observation of nanostructures in great detail, for particles only a few nm in diameter embedded in the matrix, the matrix effects overlapping signals from the particles are inevitable. X-ray spectroscopic methods, such as x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (XAFS) and x-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) are also useful techniques because they enable analysis of the chemical states of the magnetic elements. However, they provide little information about structures.
Small-angle scattering (SAS) is a suitable means for nanostructure investigation. While the structural information obtained from SAS is not straightforward due to reciprocal space analysis, compared with TEM and 3D-APFIM, SAS has a great advantage in observable volume and statistical accuracy [12, 13] . Prior nanogranular film work has demonstrated the potential of small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and neutron scattering (SANS) for nanostructure investigation [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Furthermore, recent studies have reported that the combined use of SAXS and SANS can provide information concerning the chemical composition of the particles separate from that of the matrix [13, 19] . This new technique is named as the alloy contrast variation (ACV) method. The magnetic scattering contribution from SANS also enables the analysis of magnetic structures, which is one of the most critical pieces of information in the characterization of magnetic materials [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . To date, applications of the SANS and ACV methods have been quite limited because conventional SANS instruments are optimized for the measurement of the q region below ~1 nm -1 , in which scattering from structures larger than 2/1= 6 nm is observable. Here q is a momentum transfer and equal to 4sin/, where  is the wavelength of the incident radiation and  is half the scattering angle. However, for nanosized materials composed of 2-3 nanometer features, a higher q region is essential. Recently, with the advent of advanced neutron optics techniques, a state-of-the-art mini-focusing SANS (mf-SANS) 3 instrument was developed at research reactor JRR-3 in Japan [25] . It proved that a SANS instrument, even with a low neutron beam intensity and compact size, can operate properly.
In particular, its compact size is suitable for the measurement in high q region. Thus, the study of precise nanoscale structures using the SAXS, SANS, and ACV methods is now possible.
In this study, SAXS and SANS techniques were used to study the nano-and magnetic structures of the Co-Pd-Si-O nanogranular films and ACV method was applied to obtain their chemical structure. The formation of magnetic particles, the partitioning states of the Co and Pd, and the effects of the Pd on the magnetic properties are discussed.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Samples of Co-Pd-Si-O nanogranular films were prepared by the radio frequency (RF)
reactive magnetron sputtering method in Ar-O 2 gas. A Co-Si alloy disk target was used for the sputtering of the films and Pd chips were placed on top of the target. 2 µm thick films were deposited on 0.5 mm thick single crystal Si substrates. Details of the preparation can be found elsewhere [6] . The chemical composition of the samples was determined using A typical SAXS instrument using Cu as the x-ray source is not suitable for this study because Cu K x-rays are strongly absorbed by Co, resulting in x-ray fluorescence which causes a high background. Therefore, the SAXS measurements were performed using a SAXS instrument with Mo K radiation (RIGAKU, Nano-viewer) and a two-dimensional detector (PILATUS-100k) at the National Institute for Materials Science (NIMS) in Japan.
Furthermore, in transmission geometry, Mo K x-rays also have an advantage in that they penetrate through the Si substrates due to their high energy. The incident x-ray was focused using a two-dimensional confocal mirror and collimated using the pinhole technique. The beam diameter at the sample was ~0.5 mm. The distance between the samples and the detector was 1.06 m, which covers q range from 0.2 to 5 nm -1 . In order to obtain the SAXS profile only from the nanogranular film, the profiles of virgin Si substrate was measured and subtracted from the SAXS profiles obtained from the films with Si substrate.
SANS measurements generally require a larger amount of sample compared to SAXS 4 measurements. Hence, 26 nanogranular films were stacked to obtain a SANS sample of sufficient thickness (tens of µm) to obtain acceptable statistical accuracy. The dimensions of each film were ~20 mm high  ~20 mm wide  2 µm thick. SANS measurements were carried out using the mf-SANS installed in the JRR-3 research reactor at the Japan Atomic Energy Agency [25] . The detector was an array of 48 one-dimensional 3 He position-sensitive detectors (PSD). The diameter and length of each PSD were 1.27 mm and 600 mm, respectively. The distance between the samples and the detector was 0.6 m. Stacked, bent
Si slabs were used as a high efficiency monochrometer. The wavelength was 0.58 nm. To saturate the magnetization and align the magnetic scattering contribution, a magnetic field of 0.5 T was applied parallel to the sample plane using a Halbach-type permanent magnet. The SANS intensity perpendicular to the magnetic field is composed of the magnetic scattering as well as the nuclear scattering.
For conversion of both the SAXS and SANS intensity to absolute scattering intensity, glassy carbon characterized at the Argonne National Laboratory was used as a standard [26] . and then decreases in proportion to q -4 in the higher q region. These features correspond to 5 the scattering of densely packed spherical particles [27] . A similar peak was reported in previous studies of several other nanogranular films prepared using the sputtering method [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For further analysis of the nanostructures, a curve fitting was carried out. In a system including densely packed particles, the interference effect from the x-ray or neutrons scattered from the particles has to be taken into account. When the particles have a size distribution, the local monodisperse approximation is useful to involve polydispersity into the interparticle interference effect [28] . This approximation assumes that the particles are locally monodispersed and is written as,
where d N and  are the number density of particles and the excess scattering length density, respectively. These values are independent of q. The parameters r and V are the radius and volume of the particles. F(q,r), N(r), and S(q,r) describe the form factor (which is determined from particle shape), the size distribution function, and the structure factor (which represents the interparticle interference effect). The subscript i is either SAXS or SANS, depending on the technique in use. Based on TEM observations and the orientation discussion above, the shape of the particle in the nanogranular sample is regarded as spherical, for which F(q,r) and V are given by,  F(q,r)  3 sin(qr)  qr cos(qr) (qr) 3 , and
The Percus-Yevick approximation with a hard-sphere potential was selected for S(q) [27] . It involves the volume fraction of the particles V hs and the interaction radius r hs . For N(r), a logarithmic-normal distribution function is typically assumed. It is represented as,  
However, for the present nanogranular films, a simple lognormal function cannot be used to interpret the experimental SAXS profiles, because the shoulder at q~3 nm -1 is a typical feature of narrow size distribution, whereas the peak shape broadened in the low q region indicates a wide size distribution. This suggests that the sample is composed of at least two reported [29] [30] [31] . Another review also pointed out that those segregation and particle growth result in the broadening of size and shape distributions [32] . Therefore, the B particles observed in the present study possibly correspond to the particles affected by the surface and interface.
Next, the SANS results were analyzed. The SANS intensity is separated into two components: nuclear I nuc (q) and magnetic scattering contributions I mag (q) [20] . While the former is the scattering from nuclei and gives information about the chemical structures, the latter is scattering due to the magnetic moment and provides the magnetic structures.
Magnetic scattering occurs only in the direction perpendicular to q and the magnetic moment m. I nuc (q) is regarded as isotropic because both I SAXS (q) and I nuc (q) reflect information about 7 the chemical structures of identical samples. In the saturated magnetization state attained by applying a uniform magnetic field, the total SANS intensity I SANS (q) is expressed as [20] ,
where  is the angle between q and m on the detector plane. A magnetic field of 5000 Oe is sufficient to saturate the magnetization [5, 6] . Therefore, the contribution parallel to the magnetic field I // and perpendicular to the magnetic field I  are given by,
, and
The q-dependent SANS intensity I // (q) and I  (q) of the sample are shown in Fig. 4 . Sector averages were taken at sector angles of ±15 degrees with respect to a=0 o and 90 o for I // (q) and I  (q). The noisy I // (q) indicates that nuclear scattering is weak. This is attributed to the low contrast of  nuc between the particle and the matrix. In the low q region of I // (q), there is no valid data point due to weak intensity of I // (q) and the lack of effective detector pixel.
On the other hand, the I  (q) shows significant scattering, and its shape is very similar to I SAXS (q). Because of the low I nuc (q), the I  (q) is regarded as primarily a contribution from the I mag (q). This implies that the magnetic regions in the sample have similar structures, including the shape and size of the particles. The simplest explanation of this result is that the particles and the matrix correspond to the magnetic and nonmagnetic regions, respectively.
As a result, it is concluded that the magnetization in the particles is uniform and the magnetic particles have a clear interface between the particle and the matrix. There is no apparent interface layer, such as an oxide layer.
Subsequently, a combined analysis using both the SAXS and SANS results was performed.
All of the SAS profiles I SAXS (q), I nuc (q) and I mag (q) are basically expressed by eq. (1). The ACV method analyzes the ratio of I SAXS (q) and I nuc (q). Since the V SAXS , F SAXS (q,r), N SAXS (r), and S SAXS (q,r) are essentially identical to those from nuclear scattering, the ratio of the SAXS to SANS profiles only gives the ratio of square scattering length density  SAXS 2 / nuc 2 , which includes nanostructure chemical composition information [13, 19] . The other terms in eq. (1), including information about the shape and size of the particles, cancel. 8 Unfortunately, for the present Co-Pd-Si-O nanogranular films, application of the normal ACV method is difficult due to its poor I nuc (q) statistics. However, the present sample shows clear magnetic scattering and I  (q) is accurate. This is also useful because the above discussion details that the structure of the magnetic regions in the present sample is almost same as the structure of the particles. This provides that the V mag , F mag (q,r), N mag (r), and S mag (q,r) in eq.
(1) are also equal to those due to nuclear scattering and x-rays. Several research groups have previously reported the combined use of I mag (q) and I nuc (q) [33] [34] [35] [36] . In this study, the ratio of I SAXS (q) to I  (q) is analyzed instead of I nuc (q). Because of the low accuracy of I nuc (q), The good statistics in this q range are attributed to the high scattering intensity around the peak. This constant ratio confirms that the chemical composition is uniform throughout the particles. The average value of the experimental ratio I SAXS (q)/I  (q) between q = 1.2 and 2.5 nm -1 is 120, which is shown in Fig. 5 as a horizontal dotted line. In the q range lower than 1.2 nm -1 , the ratio gradually decreases. Since the validity of both SAXS and SANS profiles in this q region was confirmed by the measurements of the standard (glassy carbon), this decrease is significant and indicates the presence of structure larger than individual particle. This is possibly due to a higher order magnetic structure, such as magnetic domains expanding over several particles. However, the present SANS results have resolution too low for further analysis.
Then, the  r 2 ratio was calculated using reference data. The first candidate for this sample was Co-Pd particles in a Si-O matrix. There is a lot of magnetic data available for bulk Co-Pd, as well as the crystal structure, because Co-Pd is a well-known magnetic material in which Co induces a magnetic moment in Pd. Many studies about magnetic properties of Co-Pd have been carried out [37] [38] [39] . Since Si-O is also a popular material, 9 there is similarly a large amount of data [40, 41] . Using those references,  r 2 values were calculated assuming that the samples consist of Co x Pd 1-x particles embedded in SiO 2 (Fig. 6) .
It was first assumed that the Co was perfectly separated from the matrix. Since a sector angle of ±15 degrees for the sector average of I  (q) reduces the magnitude of I mag (q) to 98%
as is obvious from eq. (7), the calculated r 2 includes 98% of  mag 2 . The experimental value evaluated from the I SAXS (q)/I  (q) ratio is also shown in Fig. 6 as a dotted In contrast, an increase in the magnetization reduces the calculated  r 2 , but this is inconsistent with the magnetic measurements and is generally not accepted for typical magnetic materials. Furthermore, the effect of a change in the mass density of the SiO 2 matrix was also evaluated. However, this alteration has a minimal impact on the calculated In Co-Pd alloy films and multilayers, Pd is known to significantly enhance the magnetic anisotropy via crystallographic effects like magnetostriction or spin-orbit coupling of its large orbital magnetic moment . Therefore, in the present Co-Pd-Si-O nanogranular films, the large magnetic anisotropy field can probably be attributed to the crystallographic magnetic anisotropy of the Co-Pd alloy.
CONCLUSION
Nanostructure of the Co 59 Pd 11 Si 8 O 22 nanogranular film has been reported using SAXS and the SANS. Using mf-SANS, significant scattering from particles with a diameter less than 4 nm was observed. First, the SAXS pattern indicates that the nanostructure of the nanogranular film is isotropic. Second, the particles are composed of two components.
One has a narrow size distribution with larger average diameter and probably corresponds to the primary portion of the film. The other has a wider size distribution with smaller average diameter. Finally, from an analysis of the  r 2 ratio, the chemical composition of the 11 particles was found to be CoPd and it was detected that small fraction of Co was dissolved into the matrix. Co was also detected dissolved the matrix. Using SAS and ACV techniques, the particle/matrix partition in a nanogranular film has been quantitatively investigated for the first time. The information provided by this work will stimulate further nanogranular film research and development. 
